**Overview**

Our Music Festival (OMF) is creating the first decentralized music festival network powered by a cryptocurrency (OMF Token) that will be redeemable for products, services, and experiences (physical, digital & virtual) within the network. The network will be comprised of OMF branded events and partnered festival events. OMF will establish the gateway for all transactions between consumers, artists and event organizers that participate in festival ecosystems: merchandising, production, hospitality, food and beverage service, brand sponsors, transportation - the possibilities are endless. Built on Ethereum, OMF synergizes blockchain technology with a real-world product to fuel festival evolution. The OMF team believes that tokenizing festival events will facilitate 3 solutions to status quo inefficiencies:

1. **Ticketing** - From ticket inflation and unnecessary fees to counterfeiting and scalping, existing ticketing systems are antiquated and exploitative. Distributed ledger technology has the power to reshape these systems, but test cases and widespread adoption are essential to the cause. Simply building a UI to enable crypto-ticketing isn’t enough to incite change. The OMF team is in a unique position to conduct pilot studies that will verify integration with minimal risk to the fan experience.

2. **Engagement** - What if the fans could select the artists on a festival lineup? What if fans could be rewarded for typical behaviors that surround music festival experiences? From buying tickets early, to convincing friends to come along, to providing feedback, fan loyalty provides immense value to live music ecosystems. Yet, none of that value is currently being captured. By utilizing smart contract technology, OMF plans to automate incentive mechanisms, enabling fans to earn tokens by providing early liquidity, promoting an event, or voicing their opinion. This reward system will boost the frequency of these behaviors to benefit everyone in a festival ecosystem. As the tech behind OMF develops, fans may redeem OMF Tokens for tickets, VIP upgrades, exclusive access, merchandise, food, beverages, and more at future OMF festivals and partnered events. Ultimately, we hope to build a protocol that gives fans the power to pick the lineup, creating the most accurate representation of what audiences truly want.

3. **Data** - Festival experiences create an enormous catalogue of data that is centrally controlled and unavailable to most participants in festival experiences, including the artists that drive attendance. The creators of such data aren’t compensated whatsoever when it’s appropriated and sold to ad agencies, marketing firms and media companies. The OMF team believes that data shouldn’t be controlled by a single entity and should be publicly available to the people who represent it. Blockchain technology has introduced a realistic means of achieving that goal; we’ve got to take the first step.

For the foreseeable future, every blockchain-related product will face countless obstacles in advancing adoption across varying demographics, which makes OMF’s hybridized structure vital to onboarding the mainstream, enabling fans to participate in either fiat or crypto. Blockchain expertise alone is limited in its ability to shape the future of existing industries, which is why the OMF team is comprised of experts from every sector (legal, tech, live music & more) responsible for creating the best possible product. We are excited for you to join us in our mission to revolutionize the music festival business.
EXISTING MODEL

The existing music festival model is one-dimensional. You buy a ticket. Go to the festival. That’s it, the utility of that ticket and the experience is finished and completely consumed.

OMF MODEL

The OMF model is dynamic and multi-dimensional. From the moment you buy a ticket, you become a part of a worldwide community that gives power back to the fans.
NOTICE

This OMF overview is for informational purposes only. The information included herein may not be exhaustive and does not imply any element of a contractual relationship. The content of this overview is not binding on OMF WORLDWIDE LLC, [Justin Blau (aka 3LAU)] or their legal affiliates (“OMF” “we” or “us”) and OMF reserves the right to change, modify, add or remove portions of this overview for any reason at any time before, during and after the sale of OMF Tokens by posting the amended overview on its website. This overview does not constitute investment, legal, tax, regulatory, financing, accounting or other advice, and it is not intended to provide the sole basis for any evaluation of a transaction involving the acquisition of OMF Tokens. Neither OMF nor any of its officers and employees are to be or shall be considered as advisor in any legal, regulatory, tax, or financial matters. Prior to acquiring OMF Tokens, a prospective purchaser should consult with his/her/its own investment, legal, tax and/or accounting advisors and/or other consultants to determine the potential benefits, burdens and other consequences of such a transaction. Individuals, businesses, and other organizations should carefully weigh the risks, costs and benefits of acquiring the OMF Token before participating in the token sale. If you are not in the position to accept or understand the risks associated with the sale of the OMF Token (including the risks related to any non-development or expansion of the OMF Ecosystem or any other risks as indicated in this overview), you should not acquire the OMF Token. Nothing in this overview shall be deemed to constitute a prospectus of any sort or a solicitation for investment, nor does it in any way pertain to an offering or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities in any jurisdiction. The OMF Token is NOT intended to constitute a security or currency in any jurisdiction. The OMF Token DOES NOT entitle the holder to an ownership interest (equity or otherwise) in OMF or any OMF-sponsored or affiliate event or festival. Acquiring OMF Tokens will not give you any right to control or influence OMF’s organization, governance or business. Purchase of the OMF Token is final and non-refundable. You are not eligible and you shall not purchase the OMF Token through the token if you are a citizen or resident (tax or otherwise) of any country, state, or territory where the purchase of the OMF Token or similar crypto tokens may be prohibited. By purchasing the OMF Token, you represent and warrant that you are legally permitted to purchase the OMF Token and assume the responsibility for complying with all applicable laws and regulations. To the maximum extent permitted by the applicable laws, regulations and rules, the OMF Token, OMF, and its officers and employees thereof shall not be liable for any indirect, special, incidental, consequential or other losses of any kind, in tort, contract, or otherwise (including but not limited to loss of revenue, income or profits, and loss of use or data), directly or indirectly arising out of or in connection with: (i) any acceptance of or reliance on this overview or any part thereof by you, (ii) any error, omission or inaccuracy in any such information, or (iii) any action resulting therefrom, or (iv) your use or inability to access the OMF Ecosystem. OMF and its officers and employees thereof shall not be liable for your loss of any OMF Token after it is transferred to you for any reason, including, but not limited to, your failure to maintain or backup an accurate record of your password or password cracking by somebody due to your poor maintenance of your password. OMF assumes no liability or responsibility for any loss or damage that would result from or relate to the incapacity to use the OMF Token. No regulatory authority has examined or approved of any of the information set out in this overview. No such action has been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory requirements or rules of any jurisdiction. The publication, distribution or dissemination of this overview does not imply compliance with applicable laws, regulatory requirements or rules. Regulatory authorities are carefully scrutinizing businesses and operations associated with crypto tokens throughout the world. In that respect, regulatory measures, investigations, or actions may impact OMF’s business and platform and may limit or prevent OMF from further developing the OMF Ecosystem in the future. Any person undertaking to acquire the OMF Token must be aware that OMF’s business model may change or need to be modified because of new regulatory and compliance requirements from any applicable laws in any applicable jurisdictions or otherwise. In such case, purchasers and any person undertaking to acquire the OMF Token acknowledge and understand that neither OMF nor any of its affiliates shall be held liable for any direct or indirect loss or damages caused by such changes. The distribution and/or dissemination of this overview may be restricted by the laws, regulatory requirements and rules of certain states, countries or jurisdictions. Persons into whose possession this overview may come are urged to inform themselves about, and to observe, any such restrictions that are applicable to your possession of this overview.